A Pirate's Daughter
Surpassing her infamous father's accomplishments, Tawni Balfour embarks on a journey filled with battle and mayhem as she seizes control of the important waterways around the Gold Sea.  She not only faces pirates and creatures from the bottom of the sea, but also her own dark past as she sets out to become the Pirate Queen of the Gold Sea.



Mission 1: The Pirate's Daughter
After the death of her infamous pirate father, Tawni Balfour takes command of his ship.  She immediately sets out to accomplish something her father never dreamed of doing - conquering the Strait of Storms.  Her dream to control the entire Gold Sea begins or ends here.  She must defeat the towns of Frigiston and Yanathrae, or fade into mediocrity.

Tawni Balfour:
"Who's going to miss a man who never did anything unless it put gold in his pocket?  In fact, Captain Black knifed his own brother over a few copper pieces, barely the price of a bowl of porridge.  Ha!  That's my daddy.  Good riddance, I say!"


==Tawni==
A pair of sailors carried my father's large corpse to the end of the plank.  He was wrapped in a section of sail and weighted down with a sack of the same gold-plated lead coins he often used to pay for his meals.

All eyes fell on me - his daughter and the new captain - to say some words, but what do I say about a man I would have killed if he hadn't first met his fate at the point of a rival pirate's blade?

"This bag of meat used to be Black Balfour," I said loud enough for the entire crew to hear.  "He never met a person he didn't cheat, beat, or kill!"

Everyone cheered.

Holding a flask in my hands, I stepped out onto the plank.  The wood wobbled beneath my feet, threatening to break under the weight of so many people, but I ignored the dangerous creaking.  With my teeth, I removed the stopper from the flask and poured most of its contents over the body of the man who sired me.  Then I spat out the cork and gulped the rest.

"Good riddance!" I said, nodding to the sailors.

I threw the flask away as the sailors heaved Black Balfour into the sea to become a meal for the sharks.  When we prepared the body this morning, I had secretly cut the ropes securing the weights to my father's corpse so the sea would eat through them in a day or two.  Black Balfour would spend a short while ripening on the bottom of the Gold Sea, and when the weights broke free, his body would rise to the surface where some lucky sharks would have a tasty meal.

I grinned at the thought.

"Serves you right," I said so only I could hear.

I wasn't at all surprised to find a blade thrusting for my belly the moment I stepped on deck.  Few pirates will accept a woman as their captain, and my father's First Mate, Gory Gordy, was such a man.  I had been waiting for him to make his move, which was why I had concealed a pair of daggers beneath the baggy sleeves of my white blouse.  I wanted to appear unarmed for this ceremony, a perfect target for a coward like Gory Gordy.

I side-stepped Gordy's sword but not quick enough to avoid a stinging slash above my naval, and then I jumped out of his reach as the crew formed a circle around us.  I gritted my teeth against the pain.

"What took you so long?" I asked.  I still didn't draw my weapons.  Let Gordy think he's got the advantage.  Men get stupid when they think they have the power.

"I wanted to show your father some respect while he was still above the sea," Gory Gordy said.

"Funny.  My father never had any respect for you.  He always said you were dumber than dirt.  That's why he kept you as First Mate - too stupid to mutiny!"

"You talk too much, wench!"

Gordy lunged at me three more times but I dodged them all.

"A sword against an unarmed woman.  Not exactly fair, is it?  At least give me a dagger," I said as the First Mate paused for a breath.

"No doing!  And you're no woman!"

"Fine," I said, reaching into my shirtsleeves, "I'll use my own then."

Gordy blinked, realizing too late that I wasn't as helpless as he had thought.  I used that moment of shock to throw my first knife.  It sunk to the hilt in his right thigh.  After that, my opponent's sword didn't matter.  He was lame and couldn't keep me at bay forever.  I danced around him, taunted him, and cut him a few times.  When I was no longer having any fun, I spun around the First Mate so quickly that his back was still facing me as I ended his life.

I pointed my bloody blade at Gordy's body and said, "Throw this overboard.  And somebody swab his blood off my ship!"


==The Feral Vixen==
Yesterday, I ordered the crew to set sail for the Strait of Storms.  Since the First Mate was dead, I did the navigating myself; something my father had never been capable of doing.

By now, the crew was probably wondering what kind of captain Tawni Balfour would make.  Perhaps they were even wondering what I was up to.  Where was I taking them?

Well, let them wonder!  It kept them off guard.  Confused men rarely mutiny.

A knock on the door startled me from my thoughts.

"Come in!"

Two young sailors entered.  They seemed uncertain why they had been summoned to my cabin.  One had a missing tooth and an angry red rash on his neck.  I reminded myself not to touch that man in the future.  The other was handsome, fair-haired.

"You're Driden, right?" I asked the latter.  Because I had been one of the crew for several years, I knew the names of every sailor, but my father hired this good-looking young man at our last port, so I didn't know him that well.

"Yes, Captain," said Driden.

"I hear you can read and write."

"Yes, Captain.  My father was a scribe back in... back in Erathia.  We were at sea when the Reckoning came," Driden said.

"Good.  I have a task for the two of you," I said, coming to my feet.  I walked around my table and leaned against its corner.

"Go below and find some paint.  I don't care what color you use.  Then you're to go to the back of the ship and scrape off the words painted on the hull and replace them with new ones," I said.  The two men nodded.

I had decided to rename my father's ship.  In his usual unimaginative way, he had named it the 'Black Death.'  I always hated that name.

"What name do you want, Captain?"

"The Feral Vixen."

"Yes, Captain," they said and quickly left.  


==Pirates==
I stepped out of my cabin around midday.  In one hand I held a dagger.  In the other, a map I had been working on for the past few days.  I walked purposefully to the main mast and pinned the map to the wood.

"All hands gather around!  You all might as well take a look!" I shouted, stepping back to let the sailors congregate around the mast.

I used a crate secured to the deck as a stage.  When everyone had a chance to see the map, I waved my hands over my head to get their attention.

"Look here!  What are we?"

"Men of the sea!" several responded.

I shook my head and shouted, "Are we so like common land-lubbin' swine that we have to give ourselves pretty names?  What are we?"

"Dogs!"

"Scum!"

"Thieves!  Murderers!"

All of those were correct, but finally one of them shouted the right answer.

"We are pirates!" said a short, square-jawed man with a shaved head oiled so that it sparkled beneath the sun.

His name was Arnoc the Hairless, one of the contenders for First Mate.  If I let my decision be determined by the outcome of a brawl, my money would be on this man.  Arnoc had fists like rocks and he was well known for his ability to take pain.  His forearms were covered with pink scar tissue, the result of many bets that he could keep his arm over a burning flame twice as long as anyone.  He never lost.

Arnoc was also an experienced sailor and navigator.  But could he be trusted?  Although he didn't seem to be the ambitious sort, there was no telling what he thought about following a woman.

"Good," I said, pointing at the bald man.  To everyone, I yelled, "We are pirates!  But we are not the only ones, are we?  What's the saying?  The Gold Sea is home to more pirates than fish!"

I paused to let this last part set in.  None of them would have to think for long before they recalled that the devious Captain Swift had recently killed their very own Captain Black.  About half of our battles are with other pirates, not merchant ships.  It dawned on me a long time ago that none of us were earning the kind of profits that were available on the Gold Sea.

"My father," I said, "was getting old.  His tactics were old, even his thoughts were old.  That's why he died!  This is a new world, and it requires new thinking."

Several of the men cheered.  They were the ones that never liked my father anyway.  The ones I truly had to convince were respected men, like Arnoc the Hairless, who had been loyal to Black Balfour for many years.

"What do you want to do?  Kill all the other pirates?" asked a crewman toward the back where I couldn't see him.

"No, that would take too long.  I'm going to conquer the Gold Sea!"

This time, most of the crew laughed at such a thought.  That's all right though.  They didn't believe in me.  Yet.  At least they feared me.

"How are you goin' to do that?" Arnoc asked.

"By first conquering the Strait of Storms," I said, pointing at the map pinned to the mast.


==Foz the Axe==
I was sitting at my table when the young sailor, Driden, returned from below deck.  He placed what I had asked him to retrieve on the table in front of me, his expression confused and a little afraid.

"Good, Driden," I said.  "Now, I want you to go out and make an announcement to the entire crew."

"Yes, Captain.  What do you want me to say?"

"Tell them that whoever is interested in being First Mate should report to me now."

Driden stepped outside.  Meanwhile, I prepared for the first taker.  In my mind, I set the odds on who would be the first to step through that door.  Would it be Arnoc the Hairless, or my father's Second Mate, Eight-fingers Oba?

The door creaked open and in stepped Foz the Axe, a rugged man with bulging muscles.  He had been a soldier before he became a pirate, so he was one of my best fighters.  It was a shame I had to kill him.

I fired the crossbow concealed beneath the table, the same bow Driden had brought up from the weapon stores below deck.  The bolt pinned Foz to the door of my cabin.  Foz the Axe groaned, clutched at the wound.  I could tell by his stupid expression that he still hadn't figured out what happened.

I put my foot up on the table, stuck it in the crossbow's stirrup, and drew back the string.

"Anyone ambitious enough to be the first to answer my call is too ambitious for my ship, Foz.  Sorry," I said.

"You...you..." Foz tried to speak but the pain must've been too much to bear.  Still, he struggled to free his favored axe from his belt.  You had to give him credit for trying.

I placed a second bolt in the crossbow and leveled it at Foz's chest.

"I know it doesn't make you feel any better, but I'll give you a decent sailor's funeral."

"Like you did...your father!  I saw...the ropes.  You cut them!" Foz said through teeth gritted against the agony in his stomach.  He finally managed to raise his axe.

"Fine then.  I'll just throw you out with the refuse!"

I fired.  The bolt's power threw the pirate through the door behind him.  He collapsed, dead, on the deck outside my quarters where all could see.

Arnoc the Hairless was the first to examine the body.  He glanced up at me, his face expressionless.

"I guess he's not the First Mate," Arnoc said.

"No," I replied, dropping the crossbow on the table.  I frowned at my broken door.  One of the hinges had snapped off.

Then to Arnoc, I said, "You can have the job, if you want it."

"Well, I don't see a crossbow in your hands, so I'll take it."


==Landing==
I was the first to jump from the dinghy onto the pebble-strewn beach.  It had been a while since I placed foot on dry land, so it felt odd not to have the world swaying beneath me.  Sometimes, when a sailor spends a long time at sea, he experiences a form of reverse seasickness when on solid ground.  I already felt a mild queasiness creeping into my stomach, but I gritted my teeth, refusing to allow it to become anything more.

I had come here to find a land route to the town of Frigiston since its leader, Jorgon One-foot, had wisely blocked any access to the bay with a giant chain.  The men who would accompany me (all volunteers) climbed from the other boats and quickly removed sacks of food and bundles of weapons.  Along the way, we would build or steal whatever we needed to siege Frigiston.

Slowly, all the dinghies returned to the Feral Vixen, leaving only one.  In it was my new First Mate, Arnoc the Hairless.

"I hope I can trust you not to name yourself captain while I am gone," I said.

"I make no promises," Arnoc said with an unpleasant smile.  His smile always made my skin crawl.

"Well, here's my promise.  If you steal my ship, I swear I will hunt you down and gut you!"

Arnoc laughed and waved as he single-handedly rowed the boat over the crashing waves, a job for two men normally.  I wondered if I would ever see the Feral Vixen again.

Drawing my sword, I waved it over my head to get everyone's attention.

"I know we're pirates built for fighting on the sea, but I don't want any man with me who can't kill a man on dry land as well!  Follow me.  Soon the Strait of Storms will be ours!"


==The Siege==
My head was in the cool water of a horse trough when two members of my crew approached.  I washed some of the blood from my face and whipped my long hair, heavy with water, back where it began soaking through my blouse.

"All the guards have been put to death.  Our men are having fun now," said Eight-fingers Oba, my Second Mate and second-in-command while we were on land.

Oba was tall for a sailor with taut, wiry muscles and dark skin.  His short, black beard was peppered with gray.  It was the only indication that he was around the same age my father had been before he died.  Oba was a master with the spear, evidence of his decades as a whaler before becoming a pirate.

"Not too much fun!" I ordered.  "I need this town for its resources if I'm to capture Frigiston."

"I'll make sure nothing is permanently destroyed," said the second sailor.

The other sailor, Pete Girly, was too handsome to be a pirate - hence his name.  But there was little about Pete Girly that was weak or feminine.  The one exception was his fine, waist-length blonde hair.  He was a merciless fighter who had been my father's whip-master.  When someone earned some lashes, Pete Girly was the man who dealt them out.  He was good, and he enjoyed his work.

I waved my hand to encompass the town around us and said, "This town of thieves and murderers was easy.  They were disorganized and not prepared for an attack.  But you better believe old Jorgon One-foot will be ready."

"He and his people are Barbarians.  They're bred for battle," said Eight-fingers Oba.

"We've taken Barbarian ships before," said Pete Girly confidently.  "They're clumsy and stupid.  No problem!"

"That's on the sea," Oba replied.

"Yes, we'll be fighting on land, and we'll be on Jorgon's territory.  One of the few things my father said that made any sense was never to fight under another man's rules," I stated.

I didn't want these two to think I got all my ideas from my father, so I quickly added, "But he also didn't care much for training.  He was a fool that way.  That's why I want you two to start training our troops."

"What kind of training?" Pete Girly asked.

"Well, I want you to take our crew and whoever you can recruit and have them practice the sword, the staff, the axe - whatever they can get their hands on!" I ordered.

To Oba, I said, "You'll take the rest, maybe some of the orcs who live in the area, and turn them into decent ranged troops.  I don't want them shooting themselves in the foot when they're on the battlefield."

Pete Girly twisted an absent strand of his long hair around a finger.

"I can do it, but we're not going to have anything as disciplined as the Erathians used to have - not with this bunch of scum."

"Gods, no!" I said.  "That's not what I want!  I just want some men who can stand up to a Barbarian.  They don't even have to survive - they just have to take one or two with them before they die."


==Quest: Ocean Gate==
Proposal
Sorry, our commander has orders these doors closed to all travelers except for one named Tawni Balfour.  He claims the gods gave him this mission in a dream - if you believe such a thing.

Progress
You are most certainly NOT the person our commander is seeking!

Completion
Well, maybe now that we found Tawni Balfour our commander will finally start acting normal again.  Do you want to pass through now?


==Yanathrae==
We cut our way inland through vines and thick underbrush.  There were few trails.  I was beginning to think no one lived on this peninsula.  Then the elves attacked.

Two of my new recruits went down in the first volley of arrows.  Those who were too stupid to keep their heads down died on the spot.  I drew my sword even though it would do me no good.

"Can anyone get to them?" I asked.

A chorus of "no's" responded.

Then my Second Mate, Oba, said, "Only chance is a Dragon Thrust!"

A Dragon Thrust was a term we used for a ship-to-ship maneuver where you rammed the weak middle of another ship with your reinforced bow.  It shook up the enemy just long enough for your marines to cast their lines and swing across to the enemy deck.  What we needed was that initial thrust!

"Get ready for a Dragon Thrust!" I ordered the men.

And then I jumped up, screaming at the top of my lungs.  My body came alive with energy as the arrows zipped around me.  If any struck me, I wouldn't know until later.  I felt no pain - only a lust for blood.

I charged across the open ground to a clump of trees where I knew there was at least one sniper.  Soon, I was staring into the frightened, blue eyes of an elf trying to draw the dagger from his belt.  I gutted him.

"Dragon Thrust!" I shouted the signal for my men to follow me.  At least, I hoped they would follow.

Something tugged at my left hand, so I spun in that direction and saw another archer concealed in one of the upper branches.  He was notching another arrow in his longbow.  I reached for one of my knives with my left hand, but I dropped it as a wave of agony jumped up my arm.  When did that arrow pierce my palm?

No time to worry about that now.  I drove my sword into the ground, tossed a throwing knife with my right hand, and retrieved my weapon before the elven archer hit the ground.

Soon, Oba and my men were all around me, protecting me as they flushed out the rest of the elves.

"That was a brave thing, Captain," Oba said.

I held my bloody left hand in front of his face.

"Take it out!"


==The Strait Conquered==
The sound of more than three hundred laborers sawing and pounding on wood floated up from far below.  I stood at the edge of the Cliffs of Yanathrae and stared down to the construction site far below.  On the other side of the Strait of Storms in the Bay of Frigis was a similar scene under the supervision of my Second Mate, Eight-fingers Oba.

At this rate, it wouldn't take long before the docks and shipyards were finished, and then I could start building a fleet to solidify my hold on the Strait of Storms.  I smiled at the expanse of blue steel water stretching to the horizon.  It was mine!  I had already surpassed anything my father had done, and I wasn't finished yet.





Mission 2: Bloody Cove
Within minutes, Tawni's new shipyards are reduced to burning lumber by a sneak attack.  Her fleet is crippled.  Even her flagship, the Feral Vixen, is no longer seaworthy.  Tawni soon learns the same pirate who killed her father orchestrated the attack to keep her from controlling the Strait of Storms.  So, Tawni sets out to find Captain Swift's legendary hideout, Bloody Cove, for a little retribution.

Tawni Balfour:
"After Captain Swift killed my father, I often thought of the day when we would meet.  I'd smile, clap my hand on his shoulder, and offer to buy him a drink.  We'd tell stories about our greatest battles, and I would convince him to tell me about the day he bested Black Balfour.  Oh!  Things never happen the way you picture them."


==Demon Fire==
The explosion turned the night sky orange and woke everyone in Yanathrae.  I knew even before I looked out the window that the sound had come from below, from the docks, so I jumped from my bed.

"What was that?" blurted Pete Girly.  He sat up in bed - there was a dagger in his hand.  Where he got it, I didn't know.

"Get dressed!" I snapped as I grabbed my sword belt.  "Get everyone you can down to the docks!"

There were perhaps half a dozen people already gathered outside.  Arnoc the Hairless was there.  So was Eight-fingers Oba.  Good!  At least my First and Second Mates knew what to do in an emergency.  But the rest of my troops would suffer for reacting too slowly.  I would see to that.

"Arnoc!  Oba!  With me!" I shouted as I ran for the gate.

It took a moment to get the gate open, and then we ran around toward the cliff side of Yanathrae where the emergency path waited.  I had built a long, winding staircase down the side of the three hundred foot cliff to the docks below, but it would take several minutes to navigate them.  Too long.  At a moment like this, I was glad Oba had suggested a faster route.

When we reached the edge of the cliff, we paused, stunned at the scene below.  Just the month before, we had finished the construction of two long docks and three dry docks for shipbuilding.  Now, the dry docks were an inferno along with one of my five new ships.

"We've got to get down there!"

Oba grabbed my arm before I could jump across to the pole that would take me straight to the beach far below.  He pointed at something.

"There!  Look by the end of Dock Two," he said.

The blazing dry docks provided plenty of light.  A small fishing boat, unmoored, floated up against the dock near the bow of one of my other ships.

And then it exploded!

A ball of flame consumed both the dock and the ship and set fire to two more ships.  No one had to point out the second fishing boat, the one approaching Dock One.  I saw it as soon as my eyes recovered from the previous blast.  I think this boat ignited too early.  It didn't do nearly as much damage as the others but it scattered a fountain of flaming balls that rained down on the entire port.

Without another word, I threw my sword belt around the emergency pole and dropped from the platform.  The cliff face whipped by dangerously fast as I plummeted toward the beach.  I needed to slow down or I would break my legs when I landed.  Not even the mound of cushions and sand at the bottom would help.  So, I gritted my teeth and tightened my grip on the sword belt.  The smell of burning leather filled my nostrils.

The bottom came all too quickly.  I dropped at the last second into the hill of pillows, but despite their softness the blow knocked the wind from my lungs.  Coughing, I crawled out of the mess and came to my feet.

I knew in my gut that I was too late.  There were just too many fires.  This attack had been planned too well to fail.

Soon, Arnoc and Oba landed and came to my side.  I stared at Dock One and saw that one ship hadn't been entirely washed with flames.

"Save the Vixen!"

Over the next few hours, we did our best to put out the fires but we lost the docks, the shipyards, and all the ships.  Only the Feral Vixen survived, and even she would require a few weeks of repairs.  Flames had scorched the entire deck, the main mast had toppled over from the force of one of the explosions, and heat had damaged part of her hull.  And that's not counting the dead.

The prominent members of my crew gathered as I stared at the wreckage of what had been the beginnings of my fleet.

"What did this?" Pete Girly asked no one in particular.

"Fire ships!" Arnoc said.  "Black Balfour used them once when he was outnumbered by the Erathian navy.  You need a boat like a dinghy, or in this case a fishing trawler.  You fill it with Demon Fire, light a fuse, and send it floating toward the enemy."

"What's Demon Fire?" I asked.

"An explosive liquid ten times more powerful than lantern fuel.  Magic of some sort."

Oba added, "I think some alchemists stole the recipe from a demon, so it's everywhere now."

"Now we know how they did it," I said, "but what I really want to know is who.  Pete Girly, find out!"


==Bloody Cove==
Two of my own sailors who had been on guard that night were responsible for letting the enemy close enough to use the Fire Ships.  The enemy had killed one of them in an attempt to silence them, but the other escaped.  Fortunate for us, but not for the traitor.

Pete Girly had the man talking in less than a quarter hour - Pete was an expert at that sort of thing - and what I learned was interesting.  Captain Swift had orchestrated the attack to keep me from controlling the Strait of Storms.  Apparently, it would seriously hamper his pirating.  Although I haven't received word from Frigiston yet, the traitor told me that Swift had the same thing planned for my shipyards in the north.  Soon, I would be helpless - at least where the sea was concerned.

Once again, the name of Captain Swift has entered my life, but this time I have no cause for celebration.  The first time, he killed my father.  It had been as fair a fight as two pirates can expect.  Until now, I had been willing to leave the man alone.  I might even have asked him to join my fleet some day.  But now, he was as good as dead.

I left Arnoc the Hairless in command of Yanathrae with orders to repair the Feral Vixen and start construction on a new shipyard.  Meanwhile, I took Oba, Pete Girly, and a small force south to search for Captain Swift's secret hideout - the Bloody Cove.


==Searching for Swift==
This morning before everyone woke, Oba caught me staring in the direction of the Gold Sea.  I had been thinking about Captain Swift, daydreaming about the moment when I finally caught up to him. I almost ordered Oba to leave, but then he said something interesting.

"You know Captain Swift won't fight you unless he thinks he'll win."

"He'll fight me whether he wants to or not.  I'm not going to give him a choice," I replied.

"I mean, you won't be able to draw him into a fight.  You'll have to meet him on his own ground, at Bloody Cove," Oba said.

"Fine with me.  There won't be anything left but a black scorch on the ground when I'm finished with Bloody Cove."

"No doubt, we'll need a ship.  I hear Swift rarely leaves the deck of the Assassin."

I nodded.  There were plenty of pirates and rogues hiding out in this region.  One of them was bound to have a ship.  That was the least of my problems.

"Someone's gotta know where Bloody Cove is, right?" I asked.

"If that someone exists, it could be anyone - a former sailor, the merchant who sells Swift his supplies, a trollop, anyone!"


==Swift and Balfour==
All this talk about Captain Swift lately has gotten me to think of the only time I have seen the man - the day my father died.  I recall Swift was a lean man in his thirties with a neat brown beard and hair pulled back in a short ponytail.  I remember his blazing red coat best, and the sword and dagger he wielded in combat.

At the time, my father had three ships in his pirate fleet - his own flagship, the Black Death, and two smaller, faster crafts.  I had been given command of the "Lightning Crack" a year ago.  It had been my first command, and I think one of my father's tests to see if I was worthy of fighting by his side.  The "Black Arrow" was new and manned by a skeleton crew.

We were on our way to a well-known pirate port in the southern Gold Sea when we spotted a pair of sails on the horizon.  Over the next few hours, my father circled these ships to get an idea of what kind of target they might be.  I hadn't been part of the strategy sessions, but I have since learned from Eight-fingers Oba that both he and Gory Gordy had recommended they leave the ships alone, especially since the "Black Arrow" barely had enough crew to keep her sails up.

But Black Balfour never listened to anyone but himself.

He gave the order to attack.  Three against two were good enough odds.  And I think my father was convinced these were just a pair of fat merchant ships.  I don't know what he would've done if they had been merchant ships though - the Black Death's hulls were already full and the Black Arrow was sitting low in the water as well.

Nonetheless, we attacked, plotting a course to intercept the two ships.  They fled to the north at first, but my father expected that.  Then they turned back to the west, probably hoping to get to a safe port before we caught them.  Since my ship, the Lightning Crack, had no stores, I was out in front.  I was the first to see the trap.

Two more ships appeared on the horizon as they unfurled their sails and caught the wind.  My father had been lured into one of the oldest pirate traps in history.  The two ships we had been chasing were the bait, pretending to be slow and fat with goods.  These other two ships were built low to the water, and with their sails tied up they were virtually invisible until it was too late.  The trap had been sprung!  We had no choice but to fight.

The Lightning Crack was fast enough that it might have had a chance to escape, but then the Black Death and the Black Arrow would be easy pickings.  I decided at that moment to take a chance and try to spoil the ambush.  I turned the Lightning Crack against these two smaller craft and ordered an attack.  Let my father worry about the two we had been chasing.

Sea battles are all about out-maneuvering your opponent.  I had three ballistae, port and starboard, and a small catapult fore and aft.  Those weapons and its speed made the Lightning Crack a deadly little ship.  In the first minutes of battle, I pulled alongside one of the enemy ships and ordered the ballistae to fire into the sails.  A lucky shot brought down their only mast, effectively crippling the craft.

Unfortunately, shortly after that a metal ball catapulted from the other ship and crashed into my deck.  We were taking on water, but not so much that my crew couldn't pump it out.  For the next hour, my opponent and I circled and twisted in the water trying to get the advantage.  Then our ships collided.  My opponent got the upper hand by spearing his own craft into the side of the Lightning Crack.  I heard the ship creak and groan beneath me and I knew it would sink.

"Swords and daggers, men!" I shouted, drawing my own blade.  "Gut these swine!"

By the end of the battle, only a fourth of my crew remained.  The Lightning Crack was sinking fast and dragging the enemy ship down with it.  We cut free the dinghies and abandoned ship.  After that, we could only watch as the Black Death battled the two remaining craft.  The crew of the Black Arrow obviously wanted no part of this fight and fled, hoping my father and I would distract the enemy long enough for them to escape.

I saw the Black Death engage Captain Swift's ship, the Assassin.  The ships came abreast and like I had done, Black Balfour ordered the crew to swing across and fight hand-to-hand.  But Captain Swift himself led the defense of his ship, dispensing death with his two blades quickly and easily.  By the time my father made his way to the front and engaged Swift, I knew the battle was over.  We had taken too many losses.

This final battle was something to see though.  Black Balfour put up a good fight even after Swift sunk his dagger to the hilt in my father's chest.  But soon, blood loss took its effect and Black Balfour let down his guard just long enough for Swift to plunge his sword through my father's heart.

Both sides took great losses, and instead of crippling himself by pressing the battle forward, Captain Swift retreated.  We didn't pursue because all the fight had gone out of us when word spread that our captain - my father - Black Balfour was dead.


==The Past==
I was the daughter of a bar wench who worked day and night for next to nothing.  Back then, I didn't know my father.  He was never around and my mother never spoke his name.

I worked at the Rusty Mug as well, sweeping the floors and delivering bread to the tables.  The clientele was mostly thieves and pirates who retreated to this small port on the coast of Nighon to escape the laws of Erathia.  Not a night went by when someone didn't get a knife in the gut over some petty argument, but what really bothered me about these murders was that I had to swab up the blood afterward.

One night, I noticed a red-haired pirate with a snake tattooed around his neck had been hanging on my mother more than the usual customers.  They laughed and drank for hours, my mother ignoring her usual duties so I had to pick up the slack.

Late that night, one of the red-head's fellow sailors jumped up, furious about something.

They drew their daggers.  I remember fearing for my mother's life then, but it was over in a flash.  The red-head was the victor.  When I tried to run to her, she just pushed a cloth into my hands and told me to retrieve the bucket.

Soon, I was on my knees cleaning up the mess while someone dragged the dead body outside.  My mother disappeared upstairs.  Something changed for me that night.

I was seven years old.


==Father==
When I was ten, I met my father for the first time, but I didn't know he was the one.  I remember people whispering his name, staring at him, and I wondered why everyone liked this man.  He was charming and generous with his gold.  He bought drinks for the house three times that night.

Later, he took my mother out on the town.  In an amazing coincidence, I recall daydreaming that this muscular, wealthy pirate was my father, and that he had come to whisk me away on his glorious pirate ship.  Yeah, even in that hole, I was still a romantic.

In the morning, I was sweeping the old threshes from the common room when Black Balfour clumped down the stairs.  He helped himself to one of the kegs and left a coin on the bar.  Then he sauntered over to me.

"What's your name, you busy gnat?" he asked.

"Tawni," I replied instantly.

"Humph!  That's a bargirl's name."

I shrugged.  I was too mesmerized by his presence to speak.

"Do you have a dagger?" he asked.

I shook my head.  That's when my father reached inside his black coat and pulled out a long, thin knife.

"You're starting to get cute like your mother," Black Balfour said, handing me the slender blade.  It was heavy and cold, but the hilt seemed to mold even to my small hands.

"In a place like this," he continued, "cute can be dangerous."

He knelt down to my level and smiled.  His two front teeth were gold.

"If someone touches you when you don't want them to, or if they even look at you sideways, cut them!  This knife here is good for slipping in between the ribs to the heart.  Practice a little on some pigs or something.  And one more thing - keep it hidden so no one knows you have it.  Surprise is the greatest weapon you can ever have!"

That was the only parenting my father ever did, but I have to admit it was the greatest thing anyone has ever done for me.  I still have that knife.  It was the same one I used to kill my father's First Mate, Gory Gordy.

A week later, my mother confessed that Black Balfour was my father.


==Norry ==
Two years later, I was no longer talking to my mother and I no longer worked at the Rusty Mug.  During one of my mother's drunken fits, she revealed to me that I had an older half-brother living in the same town.  Norry lived in his father's house with his stepfamily.  The fact that my mother kept this information from me all these years infuriated me because she had cheated me of something.

So, I ran away and went looking for Norry.  Norry's father was a sailor and occasional pirate, so he was gone for months at a time.  His stepmother hated Norry, however, because he was evidence of her husband's adultery.  I was glad to hear this because it meant Norry had suffered a harsh childhood as well.  We were one of a kind, and now we had each other.

Norry, who was a couple years my elder, turned out to be a member of a small gang of young thieves.  He immediately took me in and began teaching me the ropes.  It was a happy time for both of us.  We stole food to eat, and after that we stole for fun just to see if we could do it.  I always smile when I think about that time of my life.

We didn't have much time together though.  Barely two years.  Norry and one of the other boys planned a robbery together.  Unfortunately, Norry was a foolhardy thief who never thought things through, so he probably let the other boy make all the plans.  The fool walked right into a trap!

The next day, my brother's body was found in an alley.  He had been stabbed seven times in the back and left for the rats.

It took me several months to learn that Norry's partner had betrayed him to a merchant Norry had robbed seven times in as many years.  The merchant was making a point.

I knew the man.  I had taken part in a couple of those robberies.  So, with my father's knife, I made the merchant suffer, and then I tracked down the boy who betrayed my brother and pummeled him unconscious.  I took the traitor into the countryside where no one would hear his screams and bundled him inside a large potato sack with just his face exposed.  Inside the sack, I placed seven hungry rats.

It took over an hour for Norry's betrayer to die.


==Ambition==
Picking pockets is simply not profitable, and breaking into merchant shops can be dangerous if they are guarded, so I turned my thieving talents toward banditry after Norry died.  I formed my own gang and we would travel into the countryside to find a place along the road that would make a good ambush point.

I returned from one of these trips with a pearl necklace around my neck and my purse heavy with gold, only to learn that my mother had died three days prior.

I'm not sure why I stopped by the Rusty Mug to find out how it happened.  I just had to know.  The owner of the bar told me she had been sick for months and finally succumbed to the illness.

"She owes me for taking care of her," the owner said, expecting me to pay.

"Then you're out of luck," I said, turning my back.

"Hey!" he shouted at me.  "Aren't you going to pay for the burial?"

"She's dead.  What does it matter now where she ends up?  Drop her in the sea for all I care!"

I have known all my life that my mother never wanted me.  She had been stuck with me though.  I hadn't seen my father since the day he gave me his knife, so he certainly wasn't going to take me in.

Or would he?  My father's name was on everyone's lips.  He was one of the most deadly pirates alive.  Even the great Erathian Kingdom feared him!

And I was no longer some useless little girl who only knew how to use a broom.  Few could match my skill and speed with the dagger, and I was even getting pretty good with the sword as well.  Perhaps I could become one of my father's crew.


==The Reckoning==
In the panic of the Reckoning, it wasn't difficult for me to take the place of one of the lucky ones boarding a ship that would sail through a portal.  So, I took a man's place in line.  I was seventeen, but I had a pouch of jewels on one hip, a sword on the other, and my father's dagger up my left sleeve.  I was ready for anything this new world could throw at me.

I was even happy to leave the old one, and all its memories, behind.


==The Gold Sea==
I settled in a new town on the coast of the Gold Sea.  I was surprised by how similar it felt to the one I had been raised in.  For months, I tried to join the crew of a pirate ship, but I was either too young or too female for their tastes.  It took a heavy bribe to finally get work.

It was a good job though.  The navigator was soft on me, so I used that weakness to first learn how to navigate and then how to read and write.  I learned everything there was to know about sailing and pirating over the next two years, but I never got the respect I thought I deserved.

So, I quit at the next port and strolled into the nearest inn to spend the last of my money.  To my surprise, I found my father sitting at one of the tables with Gory Gordy and Oba (who at the time still had all of his fingers).

It was fate, me running into Black Balfour like this, and I wasn't about to let it pass without seizing the opportunity.

I walked up to my father and stood by his table until he looked at me.  He winked but I saw no recognition in his face.

"I'm Tawni Balfour - your daughter," I said.

"Oh!" was all he said.

"I'm a pirate, like you.  I'm looking for work."

"Well, girl, the Black Death has a full crew.  No room.  Find work elsewhere!"

I felt my stomach muscles tighten.  I guess I never thought he would refuse.  And then my skin became hot with anger at Black Balfour for casting me off just as my mother had done.  But most importantly, I felt anger at myself for following some foolish little dream of joining my daddy on the high seas all these years.

Gory Gordy reached his arm out and wrapped it around my hip.

"Maybe I can find a place for you on the ship," he sneered.

In the flash of an eye, I cut Gordy's left earlobe off with the same dagger my father had given me.  Gordy screamed and jumped to his feet.  We both reached for our swords, but stopped when we heard my father's bellowing laughter.  Gordy looked at his captain, surprised that he wasn't being backed up.  I think that's the day Gordy decided he hated me.

Black Balfour stood and patted me on the shoulder.

"I see you remembered what I told ya."

I smiled back at him and said, "No one touches me unless I tell them to."

"Keep raising hell, girl," my father said.  "Sorry, but I do have a full crew.  Maybe another time."

And then he strolled out of the inn with Oba and Gordy.


==The Black Death==
"No" had been the wrong answer.

I found my father's ship, the Black Death, and watched it over the next two weeks.  I quickly learned that the Reckoning had severely hurt my father.  This was the only ship of his six-ship fleet that survived, and all the wealth and property he had accumulated during his career was gone as well.  He had been reduced to a common pirate again and he was desperately trying to reclaim what he had lost.

Perhaps that's why, years later, he risked attacking two seemingly helpless ships and fell right into Captain Swift's trap.

When I noticed that the Black Death was preparing to set out to sea, I slipped onto the dock in the dead of night and climbed aboard, concealing myself in the cargo hold.

I know now how childish and stupid I had been.  What would I do if I found a stowaway?  Probably the same as my father.

When I revealed myself one night, I was dragged before my father.  I went to him boldly with my chin held high.  The sailors stripped me of my weapons, my gold, even my boots.

Black Balfour scowled when he found me kneeling before him.

"Stupid girl!" he snapped, and slapped me across the face.

That's when I found out just how powerful he was.  I blacked out for a few seconds, and I don't have a soft chin like some people.  Within seconds, my eye started swelling shut.

"I want to be in your crew," I said, biting back my anger.  "Bring anyone before me!  Anyone!  I'll kill them and take their job."

But my father ignored me.  He stared thoughtfully out at the dark sea.

"Shall I hang her?" Gory Gordy asked.  He seemed excited by the possibility.

"No," my father said, saving my life.  As much as I disliked him, I respect him for that.

"Throw her in the sea as she is," Black Balfour commanded.

He watched as Gory Gordy and several other sailors carried me to the side of the ship.  They cheered and counted as they swung me by my arms and legs over the railing and into the black water below.  Then they spat at me as they sailed slowly away into the night.  My father didn't come to the rail to watch.

I paddled there in the water trying to figure out what to do.  I was far out to sea - too far to swim toward land.  I was as good as dead.  Might as well swim down as far as I could and take a deep breath of water.  But I couldn't drown myself.  It felt too much like giving up, and I don't EVER give up!

I floated there all night, freezing.  My muscles felt numb, but I was still kicking slowly at the water when the sun climbed over the horizon the next day.  At first, it was a welcome sight, but then it started baking my skin and blinding my eyes.  Still, I did not give up.

When the sun set again, I knew I would not see another sunrise.  I would soon be joining my brother in whatever afterlife waited for people like me.

"Curse you, world!  You've been trying to kill me all my life.  I survived my mother, the Rusty Mug, my childhood!  I survived it all!  It's about time you got something right," I shouted toward the heavens.

Another night came.  Cold.  Dark.  Waves bobbed over my head.  I started counting each stroke of my legs in defiance of the sea that was trying to swallow me.

I was semi-conscious and hallucinating when the sky seemed to grow brighter.  I couldn't find the sun though - just blackness surrounded by a flickering light descending upon me like a great dark beast.  Was this another mirage?

Then someone said, "Ahoy!  Starboard!"

The waves picked up for some reason, crashing against me, pushing me down.  This was it.  Some sea god had come to claim my soul.

I was lifted from the sea and dropped on a hard wood deck.  Then someone slapped my face.

"You're a lucky girl!" a voice said.

"No, I'm not," I replied.

The familiar metal hilt of my dagger was pressed into my swollen hand.  I forced my one good eye open and saw my father's bearded face.

"My crew is full," he whispered.  "If you want to join me, you must make room."

I looked around at the faces of the other pirates.  Unfortunately, I didn't see Gory Gordy.  So, as I came to my knees I flung the weapon with my last ounce of strength at the nearest man.  Then I collapsed onto the deck, too exhausted to move.  Something dropped next to me with a hollow thud.

I was now one of the crew of the Black Death.


==A Swift End==
At last, Bloody Cove!  And there, bouncing gracefully on the waves, was the Assassin.  I would recognize that beautiful ship at any distance.

Drawing my sword, I pointed at the craft and shouted, "Let's teach those dogs a lesson, boys!  Kill them all, but nobody better touch Swift.  He's mine!"





Mission 3: The Strait of the Lost
The Strait of the Lost has earned its name.  This region is swarming with pirates, and the sea itself has been known to swallow ships.  Someone, or some thing, is terrorizing this waterway.  Tawni must find out who and destroy them if she is ever going to gain mastery over the Gold Sea.

Tawni Balfour:
"Honor among thieves?  Hah!  Any thief who invokes such rubbish is a hypocrite!  The instant they have the opportunity to stab their best friend in the back, you know they won't even hesitate.  A pirate, on the other hand, lives by a different motto.  'The last one standing gets the gold."


==Mermaids==
"What is it with my luck these days?" I exclaimed.  I watched helplessly as another one of my ships sunk before my eyes.

I left Yanathrae two weeks ago with a fleet of seven ships to finally conquer the entire Gold Sea.  To do so, I needed to conquer the Strait of the Lost, but there is a reason this place has such an ominous name.  Even my father chose to stay away from it.  Numerous ships have disappeared here in the past, but I didn't know why until now.

We sailed into the Strait of the Lost expecting... I don't know what we were expecting, but it certainly wasn't sea monsters.

The first monster came up from behind us and tipped the ship trailing at our rear.  By the time the rest of us turned to face this new threat, the poor ship and its entire crew was sinking beneath the waves.  After that, the battle was pure chaos.

Eight-fingers Oba immediately grabbed a harpoon and took up a position at the bow of the Feral Vixen.  I guided the ship around toward the sea monster and screamed orders at the crew.  I had archers to both sides and to the stern, spearmen supporting them in case the creature jumped up on deck as they have been known to do.

Sea monsters were unpredictable creatures, but usually they broke off an attack the moment there was any resistance.  This day, it was different.  A second ship cracked in half as the head of a monster crashed up through its hull.  This was turning into a disaster.

Then the "Ravager," captained by Arnoc the Hairless, engaged the thing.  That's when I saw a dark head break the surface starboard of my own ship.

"Two!  There are two of them!" I shouted.  I had never heard of them attacking in pairs before.  Something was wrong here.

But there wasn't much time to think about it.  We took the battle to the beasts, and I have to hand it to my men, they fought well.  Still, I lost three more ships in the process.  Somehow, the Ravager managed to survive although its hull took some heavy damage.
 
Pete Girly was still at my side.  He had been my new First Mate aboard the Vixen ever since I gave Arnoc his own ship.

"We pulled twenty-eight men out of the water.  The rest are drowned or digesting in the stomachs of one of those sea monsters," Pete said.

I nodded while I searched the horizon with my telescope.  Something about the attack seemed too organized.  Two monsters fighting together, and to the death, no less, was just odd.  Could somebody be controlling them?

That's when I spotted a splash of gold in the water followed by a glittering fin.  Even though I had seen it for less than a second, I knew what I had seen.

"Mermaids," I said.  "That explains it!"

"What about mermaids?" Pete Girly said.

"I'd wager they were the ones behind this welcome party."

I handed Pete the spyglass.

Months ago, I sent some of my men down here on foot to establish an outpost called Rumport.  It was to be my garrison here on the Strait of the Lost, but I hadn't heard from them since.  That's why I brought seven ships with me.  I wanted to make a show of force.  Obviously, I underestimated the power of my mysterious enemy.  That won't happen again.

Whether the mermaids liked it or not, I came here to establish a port on the Strait of the Lost.  No mermaid or pirate or sea monster was going to stop me.


==Quest: Abandoned Tower==
Proposal
Although this tower appears to be a new construction, it is abandoned.  No one answers your calls.  When you approach the gate, you see a large padlock on the doors.  Carved into the metal is a flaming skull, the symbol of Tawni Balfour.  Only she has the key.

Progress
You do not have the key for the locked gate, so you cannot pass.

Completion
The men you sent here to build an outpost must have sensed danger from the sea, so they built this tower and locked it with one of the special padlocks you gave them before they left.

You reach inside your blouse and remove a key ring secured by a thong.  It takes a few tries, but you find the right key and the gate swings open.


==Nearing Rumport==
I crept forward through the muggy wilderness with only Pete Girly at my side.  I knew Rumport was near, but I wanted to take a look before I approached with my forces.

This was the perfect spot for a port stuck out here on the end of the peninsula.  The sea shelf here was steep, allowing just about any size ship to weigh anchor.  My men had chosen well.  Too bad they hadn't built better defenses.  They might've lived to receive their rewards.  Even now, Rumport was barely more than a few shacks in the swamp.  Who would kill for such a place?


==Heads on a Pole==
I stopped when we found the bodies impaled on tall posts.  Crows and other pests had feasted here for some time, leaving only gruesome skeletons staring back at me.

I would've shrugged it off.  Scare tactics like that don't bother me.  But then I knew they were my men when I saw my flag.  It was torn and filthy, dangling from the skeletal neck of one of the bodies.  These were the men I sent to establish the Rumport outpost!

"Well," said Pete Girly nonchalantly, " I guess this means someone else runs Rumport now."

"Yeah, but not for long," I said through gritted teeth.  Whoever did this was flaunting their victory, and that's what angered me most.

I pointed at the corpses and yelled, "Cut them down!"


==Cyclopes==
These lumbering beasts step out of their hovels swinging their massive fists in the air.  They curse and roar.  One of them throws a rock the size of a man's head at one of your troops.  The man would've died too, if he hadn't been quick enough to step out of the way.

"More dolls for the spits!" their leader bellows.

You draw your sword.

"Your skulls will forever adorn the gates to this town!" you promise, giving the order to attack.


==Rumport Reclaimed==
I woke this morning to the sounds of hammers on wood.  Everywhere I walked there were people hard at work, and supervising the laborers was my Second Mate, Eight-fingers Oba.

"You did a good job getting everyone to work," I said.

"That was not my hand, Captain.  It was mostly their fear of Pete Girly's whip.  No one wants a taste of it," Oba said.

Oba scratched his graying beard - quiet as always.  But he seemed quieter than usual.  Was he angry with me for promoting Pete over him?  Lesser things have convinced loyal Second Mates to kill their captains.

"You seem concerned about something."

Oba finally looked at me.

"I just feel we're wasting our resources and our time.  There are things out there," Oba said somberly.  He gazed at the sea.  "You can make Rumport the biggest city in the world but it won't matter as long as those things are out there!"

"You mean the mermaids?"

"Yes.  I ran into them once when I was a whaler.  They may be more beautiful than any woman you have seen, but they are as vicious as a blood-hungry shark!  I know.  I was the only member of my crew to survive."

"I haven't forgotten about the mermaids, Oba, or the pirates who live in this region.  I'll take care of them all when the opportunity arises.  For now, they can wait.  I want Rumport finished before they can do anything about it," I said.


==Driden's Report==
Long ago, I made the young sailor, Driden, my accountant and scribe because he wasn't much of a pirate.  He was also deathly afraid of me, which would keep him honest.

Today, Driden came to me with a sour expression.

"What is it?" I asked.

"I've done the figures thrice, my Captain.  They're accurate."

"What figures?  Spit it out, man!"

"Well, we don't have enough resources to keep up our present rate of construction, Captain.  Especially gold.  We need wood, ore, everything!"

"Then send a letter to Yanathrae requesting more," I told him.

"Yes," Driden said, "we could do that, but you gave orders that construction is not to stop for any reason.  We will run out of gold long before anything reaches us from Yanathrae."

I grabbed a handful of Driden's shirt and I was about to smash in his nose when I realized it wasn't his fault.  I released the scribe, straightened out his shirt, and said, "You'll have your gold."

Driden wanted to ask how, but he decided not to press his luck.

Minutes later, I found Pete Girly whipping one of the men for some transgression.

"What did he do?" I asked.

"Lazy," Pete said.

I didn't press the issue.  Part of his job as First Mate was to keep the men in line.

Then I said, "Send a messenger to Arnoc.  Tell him to search for hidden treasure.  We need gold and we need it bad.  If there are pirates in the area, they're bound to have buried some of their booty here as well."

Pete hesitated.  There was an unwritten law among pirates that if the gold was below dirt it was off limits.  Stupid rule, but many pirates, including my father, would rather go hungry than break it.  I'd rather have the gold.

"Do it!" I said.

"Yes, Captain."


==Quest: Over the Bridge==
Proposal
The path ahead is blocked by an old tower manned by some orcs.  No matter what you offer them, they will not budge until their leader returns.  Come back later.

Progress
You cannot pass at this time.

Completion
The orcs have abandoned this tower, so you may pass if you want to.  Do you wish to pass now?


==Quest: The Medusa Gate==
Proposal
Scattered before this gate are dozens of statues with expressions of pure fear on their faces.  No sculptor could have carved those images.  This is the work of medusas.  Cautiously, you approach the gate.

All your attempts to bargain with the medusas fail.  Apparently, a band of pirates recently captured their leader, so the medusas are unwilling to act for fear of retribution if their queen returns.  You cannot pass through this gate unless you have the medusa Witch-Queen, Cyrca, at your side.

Progress
For some reason, the medusas who guard this tower pay no attention to you.

Cyrca's Prison
Trapped inside this cell is a woman with pale green scaly skin and a slithering nest of black snakes for hair.  It can only be the Medusa Witch-Queen, Cyrca.

Unfortunately, manning the prison is a small force of minotaurs and efreeti, prepared to defend it with their lives.

Cyrca
I broke the lock to Cyrca's cage with an axe and I pulled the medusa witch from her cell.

"Who are you?" I asked.

As bruised and exhausted as she was, the snake-woman stood proud and tall before she answered.  I could tell she was near collapse simply because the tiny black snakes on her head were lying flat against her face.

"Cyrca," she said, revealing a pair of long, curved fangs.  Otherwise, her teeth were normal.  Then she added proudly, "I am Queen Cyrca."

I held out my hand and said, "I am Captain Tawni Balfour.  I've been looking for you."

"For me?  Why?"

"I'll explain later.  Let's get you some rest before you fall down."

Completion
The doors to the Medusa Tower opened even before the Witch-Queen, Cyrca, reached them.  Out poured several medusas, wrapping their arms around their leader.

Later, after Cyrca told the tale of her capture, imprisonment, and eventual rescue, she informed the others that she would not be staying with them.  She was going to follow her destiny.


==A Leader==
Soon after you pass through the Medusa Gate, one of your scouts report that a large force has been following you.  You stop, set an ambush, and wait.  But when the enemy comes into view the Witch-Queen, Cyrca, immediately recognizes her sisters and jumps from cover.

"What are you doing here?" Cyrca asks harshly.

"You are our leader," says one.  "What is a home without a leader?  We should be with you!"

Cyrca shakes her head, defeated.

"They will fight well," she tells you.  "And if not, I will kill them myself!"

So, you agree to let the medusas join your forces even though their loyalty is to Cyrca and not you.  At least Cyrca seems enthralled by your leadership.  As long as you can keep that emotion alive, the Medusas will be yours as well.


==Pete's Ambitions==
It was late.  Everyone was asleep but Pete Girly and I.

"You should give me my own ship," he said, slipping it artfully into our conversation.

I pretended not to hear.

"I mean, I was just thinking of the ships we lost in the Strait of the Lost.  Five ships!  That's a lot of money."

"I know that!" I snapped.

"With better captains, it wouldn't have been such a great loss."

"They were all experienced."

I turned my back on him, clenched my teeth.  I didn't want to be reminded of that loss.  And now Pete Girly was saying that if he had been in charge, things would've been different.  I was beginning to regret making him my First Mate.  It had changed him.

Although Pete normally prefers to hang in the background and make sarcastic comments, I have found him to be quite talkative during our private moments together.  Sometimes, he doesn't know when to shut up.

"I watched your father fight a sea monster once," Pete said.  "I would've known what to do."

My arm whipped around faster than Pete could react.  He screeched and stepped away, touching two fingers to his once-perfect chin.  His gorgeous face was now marred by a three inch red gash.  Pete's mouth curled up in an angry snarl.

I raised the dagger I had used to cut him, the same one my father had given me, and pointed it at Pete's heart.

"Remember that mark the next time you want to open that fat mouth of yours!" I warned him.

"What'd I do?"

"You want to talk about how all the captains failed and died because they were stupid, because they weren't as good as my father?  I was there, Pete!  You dare compare me to my father?"

Pete's anger disappeared, replaced by understanding as he thought back on everything he had said.

"I didn't mean..."

"I don't care!  Feel lucky I didn't cut your throat.  Now, get away from me!"


==Quest: Giant Slayer Guard==
Proposal
We're under orders to open these doors only to Tawni Balfour if she possess the Steadfast Shield.

Progress
You don't have the Steadfast Shield or you aren't Tawni Balfour. Quit wasting our time!

Completion
Well, you seem to be the real Tawni Balfour, and you have the Steadfast Shield. You may pass now.


==The First Obelisk==
You grab a fallen branch from the ground as you approach this huge statue.  Carefully, you insert it into its gaping mouth.  Snap!

You chuckle at the old pirate trap.  Thieves lose more hands that way.  Then you reach your own hand inside and remove an old map.

"Should've guarded it better," you say.  "Now that treasure is mine!"


==The Second Obelisk==
The mouth of this statue is empty.  Perhaps someone got here before you.  Then you check around the base of the stone face, tapping it with your dagger.  It's a good thing you decided to do this, because you uncover a secret compartment around the backside of the Oracle.  You open it and remove an old map.

"Nice try," you say to the pirate who hid it there.


==The Third Obelisk==
As you remove the map from the Oracle's mouth, a hollow, magical voice bellows, "May you burn in the Underworld!"

You rub your ringing ears and spit on the statue.  Did they really think that would scare you away?


==Eye of Chaos==
I assembled Pete Girly, Eight-fingers Oba, and my scribe, Driden, soon after the messenger from Rumport arrived.  Once everyone was present, I handed the letter to Driden.

"Read it," I said.

Driden opened it, studied it, and hesitated.

"To everyone!" I snapped.

"Oh, uh, let's see," Driden stammered.

He cleared his throat and read that the construction of Rumport was complete.  The defenses were formidable and the shipyards were already hard at work assembling ships to replace the ones lost in the Strait of the Lost.  Meanwhile, some ships from Yanathrae have arrived to patrol the Strait, allowing no one to pass without paying a large fee (or surrendering their ship).

"That's where it ends, Captain," Driden said, handing the letter back to me.

"We're almost done here.  Soon, we'll return home," I said.

"So, what do we do next?" Oba asked.

"Well, we're going to take the fight to your mermaids, Oba.  Are you looking forward to a little vengeance?"

Oba smiled, nodded.

"Good."  Then to Pete Girly, I said, "I want you to return to Rumport and oversee its defense until I'm able to return."

Pete frowned.  Perhaps he realized I was getting rid of him.  It hadn't been long since our argument.

"Yes, Captain," he said.

When he was gone I would name Oba my First Mate, and when I was finally done here I would arrange for Pete Girly to die.  He was getting too ambitious for my tastes.





Mission 4: Bay of Maids
Tawni sets out to conquer the Bay of Maids, where an extensive forest would supply plenty of resources to build her southern fleet.  But one of her trusted commanders betrays her.  First Mate Pete Girly takes over Rumport and sails south with her own ships, determined to kill Tawni and her supporters when they are at their weakest.

Tawni Balfour:
"Vengeance is a pure emotion, no matter what those self-righteous priests say.  If someone wrongs you, and you just turn the other cheek, that hatred sits in the bottom of your stomach like an infection.  Soon, it begins to rot and stink, and then gangrene sets in.  Now, if you put a knife in the back of the source of your hatred, that's like cleaning the wound."


==Gone with the Tides==
The trouble with most of the region around Rumport is the lack of wood.  My shipbuilders exhausted the supply in the first few weeks, leaving half a dozen skeletal ships sitting helpless in dry dock awaiting completion.  Rather than import lumber from the north - which would only cut into my resources there - I sailed further south into the Bay of Maids to seize control of it.

A vast forest surrounds the Bay of Maids with wood perfect for shipbuilding.  And it's relatively close to Rumport.

Of course, I expected resistance, but this time I wasn't foolish enough to risk a fleet of ships.  Numerous ships seem to attract a lot of attention from the mermaids.  Instead, I took only the Feral Vixen and used it like a blockade-runner, darting into the Bay and fleeing every battle.  I had a few encounters with the mermaids, and one with a sea monster that left the Vixen taking on water, but we made it to the coast.

There was no time to waste.  Leaving some of the crew behind to make repairs on the Vixen, I took Oba and the rest of the men ashore to have a look around.  I was gone no more than a day.  When I returned, I realized I should've left more guards.  The Feral Vixen was gone!  No sign of my men, of wreckage, of anything.  My ship was simply gone. 


==Jim's Bad Day==
Hiking through ankle-deep mud is never easy, even when you're sitting upon a horse.  The swamps here are even worse because there are no trails.  Vegetation needs to be cut away and removed - a lot of hard work.  So, I arranged for my men to work in shifts, cutting at the vines and bushes with their sabers and axes.  My Second Mate, Jim Journey, was in charge of the operation.  Too bad for him.

In an effort to impress everyone with his wilderness skills, Jim literally led his men through the swamp.  He walked a few paces in front of the others, guiding the way, testing the depth of the swamp - a real explorer.  But all his attention was focused on the ground, so when he pushed aside some hanging vines he unknowingly broke a trap-trigger.

A four-foot spiked log dropped from a nearby tree and collided with Jim Journey's chest hard, ending his life immediately.  He was carried away by the log's trajectory, then appeared again and swung there back and forth for everyone to see.

Next to me, Oba said, "Traps usually mean people are around."

"Yeah.  Traps also mean they don't like strangers.  From now on, we don't take a step without checking for traps," I said.

"I'll take over," Oba said as he dismounted.

We left Jim Journey where he was and moved on.


==Five Hundred==
As I sat down for a drink with Eight-fingers Oba, I thought that he was perhaps the only man among my crew that I trusted.  Normally, trust is a waste of time.  Trust gets you killed.  But, with Oba, I think I understood what motivated the old sailor, and he wasn't interested in power or gold.  He had no interest in taking my place, so why kill me?

He didn't even seem to want his own ship.  I would've given him one if he had given me any indication that he was interested.  I believe him to be a good leader (or else I never would've made him my First Mate) but Oba didn't seem to like making all the decisions.

"Why do you do this, Oba?" I asked unexpectedly.

He scratched his graying beard.  I've come to recognize this act as a nervous habit.

"Do what?" he said.

"Pirate.  It seems to me you would be just as happy in a fishing trawler as long as you had the sea beneath you."

Oba nodded, agreeing with me, and said, "I might be happy fishing all day.  I have considered it - especially now that I am getting older and slower."

"Don't be a fool," I said, pouring us another drink, "you're stronger and faster than any of my crew!  What are you - forty?"

"Closer to fifty, I think.  I don't count."

That made him around the same age as my father, but he looked far healthier, far younger.

"So, why do you do it then?  Why do you pirate?"

Oba thought about this as he finished his second drink and poured another.  I waited.  I had learned to accept these moments of thoughtfulness from my First Mate.

"You're right, it is mostly because I love the sea.  I belong here, and I hope to die here."

"So, you pirate for the added glory of battle?" I guessed.

Oba shook his head.

"I pirate so I can kill pirates."  His words were like a blade of ice.

"You enjoy killing pirates?" I said cautiously.  I hadn't expected that answer.

"Yes, I enjoy it very much.  They killed my family!" he said bluntly.  "Before I became a whaler, I was a fisherman.  Pirates attacked my village, killed nearly everyone!  I survived.  I sailed in the navies of Bracada, Erathia, and Nighon for a while but I just didn't find enough opportunities to face pirates."

"So, you became one.  That's an odd choice."

"Ah, but is it?  When I became one of them, I managed to kill more pirates than ever.  I learned that, more than anyone, pirates hate other pirates.  They hate competition, so they attack other pirate ships when they see them.  And when we set ashore, we usually did it at pirate hideouts.  It became so simple to arrange bar fights that ended in murder, or drag some passed-out sot into the alley and slit his throat."

Oba slammed back another drink.  His eyes appeared distant, but there was a smile on his face.  Now, I saw the lines around his eyes, the gray in his short hair and beard, and the wrinkles creeping into his dark skin.

"I have counted one hundred kills for every member of my family," Oba continued.  "After that, I just stopped counting.  The rest are for me, for the happiness they have stolen from me!"

I recalled all the battles I have fought beside Oba and suddenly realized he was a far different man when fighting pirates than when fighting innocents.  He was a madman against other pirates, sometimes claiming as many as eight or nine lives before the end of a battle - far more than anyone else.  That's the main reason my father kept him on his crew.  Black Balfour always said he would wager his entire wealth on a one-on-one fight between Oba and any other pirate.  I think I would too.

But against merchant guards, or navy sailors, Oba barely brought in a single kill.

"How many people were in your family?" I asked, wondering just how many pirate lives this man's vengeance has claimed.

"My wife, my baby, my brother, and my father and mother."

Five.

One hundred lives for each one.  Five hundred pirates!  The man I was drinking with was a one-man army.  And now I understood why gold and power meant nothing to him.  No wonder he didn't want his own ship.  If one man had killed that many fellow pirates he would have every sea rogue in the world after his head.  This way, he stays anonymous and all the blame for the lives he claims goes to his captain.  I wondered how much of my father's fame could really attributed to Oba's deeds.

I raised my glass in a toast and smiled at my new First Mate, "Here's to your continued success.  I just hope I'm not on your list."

We drank.

As we set down our glasses, Oba said, "Don't worry, I have never killed a crewmember while working with them."

"You're never going to want your own ship, are you, Oba?" I asked.

He smiled, stood, and said, "I am fine right here, Captain.  I like being your First Mate."

Of course he does.  I've been waging my own personal war against the other pirate captains, giving him plenty of opportunities for revenge.


==Pete's Greed==
Today started as a good day and quickly went downhill from there.  Since we passed some pig farmers the day before, we all ate a hearty portion of pork for breakfast.  I washed it down with some of my private reserves.  Everything went wrong after I stepped from my tent.

A messenger staggered into camp between two orc guards.  The orcs seemed wary to approach me, so they pushed the messenger forward.

I recognized the man despite the mud and blood caked on his face.  He was the First Mate of the Ravager, Arnoc's ship.  His name was Holl or Hobb, something like that.  I leaned my head away from him because there was a powerful sour stench coming from the ragged-looking man.

"What are you doing here?" I asked.  He should've been on the Ravager guarding the Strait of the Lost.

"I have news, Captain Balfour," he replied.  "Bad news, I'm afraid."

"How did you get here?  The Ravager?"

"No, Captain.  I walked.  The Ravager is lost to the enemy."

The sailor started pulling at the cords of a heavy satchel at his hip.

"What do you mean lost?  What enemy?" I asked insistently.

The man finally freed the sack and tipped it over, allowing its contents to splat into the mud.  The flies swarmed around it in seconds.  The sailor nudged the pale ball with the toe of his shoe until a face stared up at me - the unmistakable face of Arnoc the Hairless.

Despite the smell coming from this sailor, I grabbed a handful of his dirty shirt and pulled him within inches of my own face.

"What enemy?"

"Pete Girly, Captain."

I had left Pete Girly in charge of Rumport and Arnoc in charge of the ships, thinking the division of power would cancel out both men's ambition.  Apparently, I had been wrong.  The sailor - his name turned out to be Hoff - told me how Arnoc was at sea patrolling the Strait of the Lost when he received word from me to return to Rumport.

"I sent no such order!" I interrupted him.

"We learned that when we docked, Captain.  Pete Girly met us and walked us through the city streets to meet you at the castle, but we were ambushed along the way.  We were outnumbered three-to-one.  Captain Arnoc killed three of them before Pete got that blasted whip around his sword arm.  Girly killed Arnoc himself, then ordered one of his men to cut off his head."

Hoff and a few of the others were captured.  Pete picked Hoff out of the group and handed him the sack with Arnoc's head.  Then he hung the others.

"Did he say anything?"

"He told me to deliver Arnoc's head to you.  He said he had his own ship now, and more.  Rumport and its fleet was his and soon all of Yanathrae would be his as well."

"Anything else?"

"Something else I didn't quite understand.  Something about never forgetting the mark you gave him," Hoff said.

So, Pete Girly was still angry with me for scarring his perfect face.  Good.  Men were stupid when they were angry.  But I doubt a little cut is the only reason Pete betrayed me.  He was too ambitious for his own good.  He wanted it all.  He saw his chance and took it.  I couldn't blame him for that, except he took what was mine.

"Could I have some food, Captain?" Hoff asked.

"No," I said.  The knife was already in my hand.

"You won't be needing any."

I killed him quickly just in case he was a spy for Pete Girly.  I couldn't take the chance that Hoff made some kind of deal with Pete in exchange for his life.  Why wake up one night to find Hoff standing over me with a dagger in hand?  It was safer this way.

I turned to Eight-fingers Oba, who was watching, and said, "Pete Girly dies!  Understand?"

"Yes, Captain.  If I get the chance, it will be my pleasure," Oba replied.

From that point on, I swore all my efforts would be focused on taking Rumport back and removing Pete Girly's handsome little head from his shoulders.


==The Tunnels==
Soon after you start down this tunnel, one of the medusas informs you that some hydras dwell at the end of it and won't allow anyone to pass.  The hydras leave the medusas alone because the former Queen used to feed them sacrifices, but no amount of sacrifices will convince them to let you pass.


==Quest: The Medusa Warren==
Proposal
You find words etched into the stone wall of this abandoned gate.

"Only one of royal medusa blood may pass, or stone you'll be."

Hopefully, the half-medusa sorceress, Cyrca, will be able to pass.

Progress
You listen to the warning for there is no medusa blood in your veins and choose not to pass through the gate.


==The Medusa Queen==
As your medusa eyes adjust slowly to the darkness, you first notice that the ground seems to glitter as if covered in silver dust.  Then you realize it's moving, pulsing.  No, it's not the ground, but snakes - hundreds and hundreds of them slithering over each other.

As you step forward, however, they part as if on command and allow you to pass.  They close around you, block off your retreat, and seem to lead you toward one of the cave walls.

"You smell like us," a voice echoes softly through the cave, "but where's your tail?"

You turn toward the voice, spotting a dark figure among the shadows.  A medusa.

Before you can answer her question, she says, "Your blood is tainted!"

"But my heart is pure!  I am a medusa - I serve and lead my kind."

"Abomination!"

"No, I am Queen Cyrca!  Who are you to call me an abomination?" you snap.

Finally, the figure hobbles forward to reveal one of the largest medusas you have ever seen.  What a fighter she would be!  And then dozens more slide from their hiding places to surround you.

"I am the Queen here!" the large medusa says.  She wears the charms and fetishes of a witch.

Knowing that this encounter can only end in death, you attack first.  The other medusas fall back to avoid the destruction of your magical attacks.  Flames, lightning, all the devastating powers of chaos scorch and tear at the cavern.  The smell of burning snakes fills the air.

When the Medusa Queen falls, you raise your hands in victory.

"My name is Cyrca!" you shout so all can hear.  "I am a medusa.  I am Queen!"


==Quest: Mermaid Guard==
Proposal
This sea tower wasn't here when you entered the Bay of Maids.  The coral and fresh seaweed clinging to its walls are evidence that the mermaids recently raised it from beneath the sea.  They must have tremendous power to have accomplished such a task!

It would be a foolish risk to attack them now, but perhaps you can scare them away.  If they have no support from the Bay of Maids, maybe they will abandon this tower.  It's worth a try.

Progress
There must still be some mermaids left in the Bay of Maids because this tower is still manned by these fanatical fish-women.

Completion
The last mermaid dives from the top of the tower into the dark sea, knowing that her kind cannot hold it against your power.  Finally, you can pass without resistance.


==Three Ships==
"Captain!  Three ships straight ahead," a shout came from the crow's nest.

I rushed to the bow with my spyglass, raising it to my eye.  Oba, also with a telescope, came up next to me.

"Those are my ships!" I exclaimed.

Oba, who was a little calmer, said, "The Ravager isn't among them."

I lowered my telescope, wanting to smash it against the railing to relieve some of my anger, but it was too precious to destroy on a whim.

"So, Pete Girly sent someone to soften me up.  Coward can't even face me one-on-one!"

"These ships are ready for battle, Captain.  They're sitting high in the water - no cargo.  I think two of them have reinforced bows," Oba told me.  He was still studying the enemy.  Oba was a good First Mate.  I should've promoted him long ago.

Raising the spyglass to my eye once again, I said, "They're going to ram us, maybe try and sink us.  No doubt, Pete has given them orders to pull me out of the water if they find me alive."

"He does enjoy using his whip on prisoners," Oba commented.

"He's not going to get the chance," I said.  "Those ships are sitting too high in the water, Oba.  The cargo hold is empty, I'm sure, but I would wager he doesn't have a full compliment of troops either.  I wonder if the captains of those ships realize they're fodder?"

"So, should we appeal to them?  Maybe a bribe?"

What was Pete Girly up to?  He wouldn't send those ships unless he thought they had a good chance of killing me, or at least sinking the Feral Vixen.  Pete liked to take risks, but not stupid ones.  He would've thought over every detail.

"No, we attack soon as we're ready," I said.  "The captains of those ships are bound to be men who hate me, perhaps ones I have locked up or whipped.  Bribes will be useless on them."

I tucked the spyglass into my belt and smiled at the enemy in the distance.  Those captains hate me.  I was sure of it.  They had a score to settle.  Now, that's something I can count on.


==Quest: Final Gate==
Proposal
"We have taken this fortification in the name of Captain Tawni Balfour," a sailor screams down to you.

"Only she may pass!" says another.

Progress
The sailors holding this impregnable gate taunt you because you are not the one they are waiting for.  You are not Tawni Balfour.

Completion
As you pass by the gate, the sailors above cheer your name.

"Show that Pete Girly who is Queen of the Gold Sea!" one of them shouts.

You turn your head and smile up at the man.

"Queen of the Gold Sea," you say thoughtfully.

You like that name.


==The Ravager==
We spotted the Ravager in the early morning hours just before sunrise.  They spotted us too.  For most of the day, we played a game of cat and mouse.  First, I chased Pete.  Then he chased me.  The Feral Vixen and the Ravager were equal in speed and power, so neither of us was able to get the advantage.

Late that afternoon, we finally came within missile range.

"Ballistae!" I shouted.  I was at the wheel.

Oba was in charge down on deck.  He raised his arm and chopped it downward.

Three giant spears soared toward the Ravager and splashed harmlessly into the water.  The Ravager reciprocated.  One of its missiles tore through the side of the Vixen with a crunching sound.

"You!" Oba said, pointing to a sailor.  "Check the damage below!"

We fired at each other several times, but except for that first hit they all missed.  That was all right with me though.  This wasn't how I wanted it to end.  I wanted to bring our ships together so I could board the Ravager and meet Pete Girly face-to-face.

I caught a glimpse of Pete's long, golden hair toward the bow.  That's where I wanted to be!


==Facing Up==
In battle, I am usually a calculated fighter.  I use my speed and wits instead of my strength, but as we jumped across to the deck of the Ravager I felt a fury take over.  I wanted Pete Girly's blood and anyone who got in my way was going to be sorry.  For the first time, I fought with the legendary rage that gave my father, Black Balfour, his success.

I don't recall how many I cut down before I reached the bow of the ship where Pete fought from a slightly elevated position.  Anyone who wanted to reach him had to climb some stairs first, putting themselves at a disadvantage for several seconds.  Already, seven of my men were sprawled on the deck.

Then I stood at the bottom of the stairs, ignoring the battle around me.

"We had some good times, didn't we, Tawni?" Pete said with a crooked grin.  He held his ever-present whip in one hand and a curved sword in the other.

"Not really," I said.

Pete's whip flashed out like lightning.  Even though I was ready for his attack, I was still too slow to avoid it.  I felt it sting the left side of my chin, took a step back, and winced.  Most of my face went numb, no longer able to withstand the pain.  When I looked down, I saw blood dripping onto the front of my white blouse.

"Do you feel we're even now?" I said, knowing this deep wound would scar like the angry red line on Pete's chin.

"You shouldn't have cut me, you shrew!"

"What?  Is all this because I messed up your pretty face?  You shouldn't be so concerned with that face, Pete, because I'm about to cut it off your skull!"

I charged forward, ignoring the whip when it slapped around my neck and clenched so tight I couldn't breathe.  The whip wouldn't matter once I drove my sword through his heart.  I reached the top of the stairs and lunged.  Pete Girly parried the attack.

Slicing my saber upward, I cut the whip in two.  With my left hand, I pulled the leather strand from my neck, and then I drew the dagger my father gave me long ago.

Before I could bring it into use though, Pete jumped forward and slapped at my hand with what remained of his whip.  The blade skittered across the deck and down the steps.

"I saw you use that pig sticker on Gory Gordy," Pete said confidently.  "That ain't gonna happen here!"

Pete dropped his whip and we went at it with swords only.  He was good with the blade, and no less agile than me.  We danced around each other, exchanging blows for several minutes until I knew for certain he wasn't luring me into some sort of trap.  No, he was taking the fight to me.  But I had something else in mind.

I slipped, tucked and rolled.  I was prone.  Weak.  Or so he thought.

When he tried to take advantage of it my left hand came up with Pete's whip.  I tied up his legs, tugged, and toppled him to the ground.  Pete recovered quickly, but not fast enough.  By the time he dodged away, my sword had already cut a deep line down his face.

Pete Girly screamed.  He clutched his ruined face with his free hand as he retreated all the way to the railing.

"My fa..." he tried to say.

But my sword ended his life before he could finish.





Mission 5: Never Look Back
A crippled ship floats into Rumport one night, its deck washed in blood.  Scratched into the mast is a declaration of war signed by the Mer-Queen.  Tawni has barely recovered from her recent battle with Pete Girly, but she senses that this is her last obstacle to controlling the Strait of the Lost, and thus the Gold Sea.  With the Mer-Queen and her mermaids out of the way, no one will ever be able to challenge her rule as the Pirate Queen of the Gold Sea.

Tawni Balfour:
"I win battles because I am willing to go farther than anyone else.  I fight hard, and I don't quit unless victory is impossible.  Even then, the war isn't over until I say it is.  But no one can win against the past.  It catches up to you, clings to you like a barnacle.  It's always there no matter how much you try to ignore it."


==The Mer-Queen==
A frantic knock on my door woke me in the middle of the night.  I threw on a blouse and trousers and opened the door to find Eight-fingers Oba standing there.

"We've received a message from someone calling herself the Mer-Queen," Oba said without any preamble.

By his tone and expression, I knew this wasn't a pleasant message.  I waited, hand extended, but when Oba turned and walked away I got the sense that I wasn't going to like this.

"Right with you," I said.

I slipped on a pair of knee-high boots and tucked my father's dagger in the right one.  Rumport has been pretty calm since the defeat of Pete Girly, and there were few men left under my command with the influence or will to challenge me these days.  I didn't need anything more than a dagger.  Besides, Oba was with me.

What I found at the docks was a ship, a new one I had named "Serpentbane."  If the cracked hull and shredded masts were any indication, it had been in a recent battle.  As I walked across the plank to the ship's deck, I noticed it was covered in crusty dark stains - dried blood!

"Where's the crew?" I asked.

Oba shrugged.  No one knew.  Then he pointed at the main mast.

Some words had been crudely hacked into the wood.

THE SEAS ARE MINE!  MER-QUEEN

"Rather to the point, don't you think?" I said.

"There were one hundred and eight men aboard," Oba said.  "All gone now."

"What was the Serpentbane's mission?"

"It went south to map out the other end of the Strait of the Lost."

"These mermaids are starting to annoy me," I said.

As I walked from the deck of the Serpentbane, I caught the wide-eyed faces of the sailors who had discovered the doomed ship.

"Take it into the Strait, Oba, and scuttle it.  No one will want to sail the Serpentbane again.  Give it the burial its crew didn't receive."

Oba nodded, but he waited.  He knew me well.  He knew there would be more orders.

"If it's war she wants, she's got it," I said.  "Prepare the Feral Vixen, the Ravager, and the Sharktooth.  We sail in the morning!"


==Derring's Anxeity==
Almost a week out of Rumport, we entered the uncharted southern reaches of the Strait of the Lost.  Although several ships have entered the Strait and escaped (more, now that I control half of it), none have made it all the way through.  The Serpentbane was supposed to be the first, but apparently the mermaids have a firmer grasp on the Strait than I had thought.

It was early morning when there was a knock on my cabin door.

"In!" I shouted.

Dirty-face Derring, my Second Mate, stepped inside.  He was a short, wiry man of thirty years with a large, brown birthmark covering most of the left side of his face.  At the sight of him, I absently reached up to the new scar on my jaw - a constant reminder of that scum, Pete Girly.

"Cap'n, I was just wonderin' if you had an order for us not to kill them mermaids?" Derring asked.

"We're going to war with them.  Why would I give such an order?"

"Well," Derring said, rubbing his hands together nervously, "it's just that the First Mate stopped some of the men from killin' a mermaid last night."

I came to my feet.  Why would Oba do such a thing?

"Explain yourself, Derring, and you best do it right.  If you're lying to me, or exaggerating to make yourself look good, I'll know it!  I'll hang your guts over the stern rail for the seagulls to feed on!"

"No, Cap'n!  It happened like this.  It was Oba's turn on deck, and I wasn't sleepy yet.  I had me a game of knuckles going in the cargo hold.  I heard it all from some of the boys on duty last night!"

Derring explained that they spotted a mermaid in the water, a spy maybe, and gave chase.  For some reason, the mermaid didn't dive down below like they usually do.  An injury, perhaps.  Apparently, after a few minutes, one of the sailors raised a harpoon to spear the fishwoman but Oba ordered the man to stand down.  Soon after, my First Mate gave up the chase as well.

What was Oba up to?  If I didn't know better, I would think he spared the mermaid out of a sense of sympathy for her injuries, but I have seen Oba kill many mermaids in the past months.  He never had any qualms before.

"Good job bringing that news to me, Derring," I said, "but Eight-fingers is your First Mate.  If you have problems, you bring them to him first.  As for mermaids, unless you receive orders to do otherwise, I want you to kill them the moment you see them.  That's my standing order.  Understand?"

"Yes, Cap'n!"

I sat for quite a while attempting to make sense of Oba's actions last night, but I kept coming to the same unanswered question.  Why had Oba gone soft on the enemy?


==An Exemplary Example==
When the head of my third messenger was found on the path in front of us, I gathered all the key members of my army.  Oba and Dirty-face Derring were there, as well as my scribe, Driden, and a few others.

"I've changed my mind," I told them.  "We're not only going to kill this Mer-Queen, we're going to take her land as well!"

There were a few cheers among the group, but one of them, namely Oba, remained quiet.

"How does this change our plans?" he asked.

"Frankly, I was going to stay out of this land because we're spreading ourselves too thin, but killing this Mer-Queen won't be enough.  If we don't break the mermaids - and I mean physically as well as emotionally - they'll just come back.  Let the survivors have the bottom of the sea.  Every town, village and farm is mine!  Everything else, we destroy!"

"What's the point to so much devastation?" Oba said.

"The Mer-Queen is going to be an example to the world.  In the future, rulers like her will think twice about messing with the Queen of the Gold Sea!"

Once again, the men cheered.  They were eager for battle, like always.  Then I looked into Oba's dark eyes.  At least, the others were ready.


==Choices==
An elderly man with odd-looking eyes sits on a stump as if he is waiting for someone.

When you step into view, he bolts to his feet, holds his weathered staff in the air, and bellows, "Life is about choices, and so I present to you another.  To the left lies the Sword of the Gods.  To the right, the Adamantine Shield.  Attack or defense - which is most important to you?  You must surrender your Giant Slayer Sword to gain one of these powerful relics, but you can only take one.  Which shall it be?"

And then the old man disappears.  Finally, you realize what was wrong with his eyes.  He had no pupils!


==Quest: Sword of the Gods / Adamantine Shield==
Proposal
The words on the gate read, "Place the Giant Slayer Sword on the pedestal to continue your journey."

Progress
You do not have the Giant Slayer Sword.

Completion
You place the Giant Slayer Sword on the stone pedestal near the gate.  Immediately, it and the tower itself fade into nothingness, opening a path to the land beyond.


==Reasoning with Oba==
I usually try to keep a level head after a siege, and I never take part in the pillaging.  Someone has to make sure the men don't burn the entire town to the ground.  I was sitting on my steed, watching the mayhem, when Oba dragged Dirty-face Derring and a few other pirates from a merchant's home.

Tempers exploded and soon, Oba and the others had their blades drawn.

"Stop it!" I shouted, arriving the moment before the fight began.  Immediately, they lowered their weapons.

"What's going on here?"

Derring looked like he wanted to accuse Oba of some kind of injustice, but he bit back his words.  A pirate doesn't let another settle his differences.

I gestured toward Derring and the others.

"Get away from here," I ordered them.  And to Oba, I said, "You follow me!"

We walked to the edge of town where no one would overhear our conversation.

"They're going to burn the town to the ground!" Oba said.

"No, they won't, because they all know any who go too far will feel the sting of the whip!" I responded quickly.  I stood close to my First Mate, leaning up on my toes so I would be eye-to-eye with the tall man.

"Now, I'd like to know if you're secretly fighting for the Mer-Queen?"

"No!" Oba said, shocked by my accusation.

"Do you have a mermaid lover or something?"

"No.  Why do you ask me these silly questions?"

"Because you've been fighting my own men more than the enemy!  I was just wondering if you've switched sides."

Oba shook his head, stretched himself up to his full height so he could look down on me.

"You have no reason to question my loyalty!" he said.

Softening my voice, I said, "Then tell me why my First Mate is letting mermaids go free one day, and practically killing my own men the next."

Oba certainly didn't expect this question.  He stepped back, scratched his short beard.  Finally, he turned his back on me.

"I do not wish to kill these people, these mermaids, anymore.  They are not my enemy."

"They are MY enemy, which makes them YOUR enemy too."

Oba spun on me.  Now, it was his turn to be furious.

"Everyone is your enemy!  When will it end, Tawni?  You fight and fight - I thought my thirst for vengeance couldn't be quenched, but look at your taste for conquest and murder.  It never ends!"

I clenched my jaw against his harsh words, and said, "I am only holding on to what is mine."

"Another excuse!  When there was no one to fight, you drove Pete Girly to turn against you just to have someone to fight.  All Pete wanted was a ship.  You gave dozens of ships to men far less qualified, and then you flaunted it in front of him!  You drove Pete to do what he did, and it got a good man like Arnoc the Hairless killed!"

I drew my father's dagger and held it to Oba's neck.

"You speak out of turn, First Mate!"

Oba fell silent, but the anger didn't fade from his eyes.  If not for the dagger, he would have continued speaking.

"You're one to talk!" I hissed.

"Yes, I AM one to talk!  I know what you have become.  I've been there, and look where it has gotten me - alone, tired, and scarred!"

Oba held up his left hand, three fingers splayed out.  The two puffy stubs, where his ring and small finger used to be, wiggled like bait on a hook.  And then Oba reached forward, slowly so I wouldn't flinch, and touched the long scar on the side of my chin.

"Do your job, Oba," I said firmly, "or I'll get someone else to do it!"

I took my knife from his neck and stormed away, but he still had to have the last word.

"Tawni!  I know why I kill," Oba said.  I stopped but I refused to face him.

"I had a family to avenge.  Why must you kill?"


==Memories==
I dreamed of the Rusty Mug last night.

It had been so long since I'd even thought about the bar where I grew up.  Why would I dream about it now?  And such a realistic dream...

I was seven or eight, my black hair in kinky pigtails, my cheeks smudged with dirt.  I wore an ill-fitting smock frayed at the bottom where my mother cut the old garment so I wouldn't trip over it.  In the winter, the dress was never enough to keep me warm.  I hate winter!

I was making my way through the mayhem of the bar.  From the looks of it, several ships must've docked and unloaded their crew.  Everyone was elbow-to-elbow in there, and I had to navigate my way through the sweaty, drunken men.  One of them grabbed my pigtail, nearly yanked me off my feet.  I winced but refused to cry - crying always brought taunts and laughter from these rugged men.

The sailor gave my hair another pull.  This time I fell, and his friends wailed their amusement.  I remembered their faces so I could spit in their drinks later.

And then I continued to one of the tables in the back of the bar.  There were four men at the table.  I placed the two loafs of bread before them without meeting their gaze and turned to leave.

I think I was the only one to see the attackers.  Three men charged the table with long knives.  I froze.  There was nowhere to run.  I was knocked to the floor, stepped on twice as blades and fists flew above me.  I cried, screamed for my mother, but she ran behind the counter where the owner of the Rusty Mug brandished a hatchet toward anyone who approached.

I was alone, bruised, frightened, and laying between two bodies.  Then someone picked me up by my hair.  I screeched.  Were they going to kill me for getting in the way?  Or maybe they were trying to drag me to safety?

But no!  The last surviving man from the table held me now.  He pressed the sharp point of a blade to my stomach.

"Stand back!  Stand back!" he shouted at the ambushers.

Two of the attackers stood between my captor and the door.  Somehow, I knew that's where the man wanted to go.

"You think that brat is gonna keep us from killin' ya!"

I looked at my mother, pleading her with my eyes to do something.  Instead, she escaped through a side door into the storage room.  Tears flowed down my cheeks.

"Just let me out!" my captor said.  "You can take the map for all I care."

So, this was a fight over some treasure.  It was good to know why I was going to die.

"If we let you live," said one of the assailants, "you'll go tellin' everybody about the gold.  No, you die here!"

I saw in the eyes of the attackers that they were prepared to cut their way through me to get at this man, and all over a stash of gold.  You've got to admire a man who doesn't let anything get in the way of his goal, even a little girl.

I wiggled against the steel grip of my captor, just enough to bite his forearm with all the strength in my jaw.  Something stung my belly.  I would find out later it was only a small cut.  The moment I hit the floor, I rolled under the table as the ambushers descended on the man.  When the killing was over, the two men quickly searched the bodies and uncovered a wrinkled parchment.

The speaker glanced at me, winked.

"Thanks for the help," he said.  "If I get back this way, I'll buy you something."

He never made it back to the Rusty Mug, and that night I had a lot of blood to wash from the floor.


==Ancient History==
It was late.  Only the night watch was awake.  At least, I thought everyone was asleep until I found Oba sitting around one of the dying fires with a flask.  He seemed determined to finish it tonight.  Ever since our argument, our relationship had been strained.  Dirty-face Derring, at least, has noticed this friction because he has been trying to work his way onto my good side - probably trying to get his own ship or something.

I would have to squash that ambition soon.

I sat across from Oba and held my hand out for the flask.  Reluctantly, he gave it to me and I took a long drink before returning it.

"Your family has been avenged many times over, Oba," I said, picking up our argument where we left off, "so, why do you still kill?"

Without hesitation, Oba answered, "I've been asking myself the same question lately.  I have done it for so long, I'm not sure I can stop."

We each took several drinks, fueling our courage, before we spoke again.

"You're a lucky man.  You had something more once.  I know nothing else.  I feel like a shark - if I don't keep swimming I'm afraid I will die," I said.

Why did I tell him these things?  I tried to tell myself it was the contents of that flask.

"You'll never know anything else unless you stop," Oba said.

"I can't, just like I can't look back.  I don't like what I see."

Oba nodded knowingly.

"Your father?" he asked.  "Your mother?  The Rusty Mug?"

How did he know what I had been thinking about?  It was as if he had been in my dreams!

"I never told you about the Rusty Mug."

Sighing, Oba said, "I have been in your father's crew for a very long time, Tawni."

I sobered in an instant, and I began to shiver.  I wanted to ask Oba what he meant by that, but I was afraid of his answer.  I, the Queen of the Gold Sea and one of the most dreaded pirate captains in the world, was afraid!


==The Dagger==
I spent a week searching my past, pouring through those days I would rather forget for a single memory of Eight-fingers Oba.  It wasn't until it dawned on me that he had been young then, and still had all his fingers, that it came to me.

Oba had seemed taller then.  It was a warm summer day, so he had gone shirtless as he accompanied Captain Black Balfour through town.  Anyone could see that Oba was a bodyguard.  Only a fool would face him one-on-one.  Even three men would be idiots to attack him.  No wonder Black Balfour kept him close!

Why didn't I remember him until now?

Oba had been there that first night I saw my father.  I was ten and completely enamored with the wealthy pirate, so perhaps that's why I never noticed his bodyguard.  He was just one of Captain Balfour's accessories, like his black, wide-brimmed hat.

It had been a busy night for me, but I still managed to steal glances at Black Balfour and his group, especially when my mother joined their table.  My mother and Balfour talked for some time, and then later that night I saw Oba and my mother arguing in hushed whispers in a corner of the bar.  My mother even dared slap the big man.  At the time, I wondered why Oba hadn't hit her back.  Instead, he looked straight at me.  I turned away, afraid he might think I was spying.

The next morning, when Black Balfour clumped down the stairs and found me sweeping the old threshes from the Rusty Mug's common room, he gave me the dagger that I still carry today.  He told me how to use it, and to hide it because surprise was the greatest weapon of all.  Those words changed my life, and as much as I hate to admit it I loved him for it more than I ever loved my mother.

And then another memory hit me like a sword through the gut, something I haven't thought about since it happened.

Soon after my father gave me the weapon, Oba came down the stairs to join his captain.  He walked right by me, giving me a curious look as he passed.  I didn't know what to make of it, but I wondered why this large man had an empty dagger sheath strapped to his thigh.

Had he lost the weapon in a game of dice?  Or had he used it to pay his tab?

Or had he given it to his captain to give to a little girl?


==The Element of Surprise==
Surprise is the best weapon of all.

So, this morning under the pretense of discussing strategies for battling the Mer-Queen, I pulled Oba away from earshot of the other men.

"So, what were you and my mother arguing about that night in the Rusty Mug?" I said.

Oba stared at me, swallowed.  He seemed unable to speak.  When his eyes moved to the left, I knew he was trying to make up a lie.

"You were there with my father," I said.  "My mother sat at your table for a long time - I remember bringing you bread, and you barely drank a single mug while your friends drank themselves under the table.  You had no beard then, and you had all your fingers.  When my father went outside to relieve himself, you and my mother slipped into the back of the inn and argued.  She hit you."

When Oba still didn't speak, I asked, "Does that refresh your memory?"

"Yes, it does."

"Then what did you fight about?"

"Don't ask.  Not now, Tawni.  It's best left unsaid!"

"No!" I shouted.  "Tell me!  And if you lie I will gut you where you stand."

Oba paused, still reluctant to answer, and then said, "Your mother told Captain Black that he was your father, but I knew that wasn't possible."

"Why?"

"Because that night Captain Black passed out on his way up the stairs.  He never made it to her room."

The dagger and the empty sheath, the argument with my mother, Oba remaining with me when he knew he had lost his will to kill - it all added up to the same thing.

"So, she lied?" I asked.

"Yes," Oba admitted.  "I confronted your mother and she told me not to say anything.  I was just a common pirate then, but Captain Black was as rich as any lord.  She was trying to convince him to send her some gold now and then to support you.  If I ruined that opportunity for her, she swore she would put you out in the cold to die."

I turned my back, unable to fight back the moisture building in my burning eyes.  It has been a long time since I have cried in front of another man.

"Captain Black sent your mother the gold once, but he soon forgot.  So, I started sending all I could afford.  She thought it came from him."

"Yeah, well, I never received any of it," I said.  Whatever gold had come for me probably went to my mother and the owner of the Rusty Mug.

I wasn't about to cry in front of Oba, so I fled to find a private place away from everyone.

As I left, I heard Oba whisper, "I'm sorry."

So was I.


==Palace of the Mer-Queen==
I brought down the walls of the Mer-Queen's palace, but the slippery mermaid escaped into the sea before I could wring her scrawny neck.  This fight isn't over, but I have my enemy on the run and today I'm not feeling very merciful.

It didn't take long to find out from one of the prisoners that the Mer-Queen probably fled to a cove in the east where she spends a lot of time.

Unfortunately, this victory hasn't crippled my enemy like I thought it would.  As we speak, the Mer-Queen is probably amassing an army of mermaids at her cove.  Meanwhile, in the west, her people are breeding more sea monsters than ever in some kind of secret hatchery.  If I destroy the hatchery first, the Mer-Queen will probably retreat to the bottom of the sea where I can't get at her and attack someday when I least expect it.  Of course, if I take a ship from this palace and kill her first, the mermaids will have the time to raise more sea monsters than I could ever possibly defeat.

Either way, I will lose.  So, I must attack these two places at the same time.  Orchestrating such a maneuver won't be easy.


==Quest: Sea Monster Gate==
Proposal
The guards of this gate will only open the doors for the one who conquers the home of their enemy, the Mer-Queen.  Come back when you control the Palace of the Mer-Queen.

Progress
You do not have control of the Palace of the Mer-Queen.


==The Hatchery==
A shady-looking woman asks to meet with you before you approach the docks.

"I have some information for you," she says.

"How much will it cost me?" you ask.

"Nothing.  I'll be glad to be rid of these mermaids," the spy says.

"Well, what is it?"

"The mermaids watch these waters closely.  The moment you set sail from these docks, you will have five days to destroy the Sea Monster Hatchery before the Mer-Queen finds out.  When she does, she will dive beneath the sea and come back later with an army you could never defeat."

"Thanks for your help," you say.

Five days isn't much time to search for this secret hatchery.  You better make sure the other ship has set sail to find the Mer-Queen before you embark.


==Quest: Mer-Queen's Cove==
Proposal
The pirates who live on these islands are bitter rivals of the mermaids, but they will only lower their chains to let a ship captained by Tawni Balfour pass.

Progress
Only a ship captained by the Pirate Queen, Tawni Balfour, can pass.

Completion
"Glory to the Pirate Queen!" the pirates cheer as they lower the chains.

"Go teach that Mer-Queen a lesson for us!" they shout.  "But you best hurry, my Queen.  The mermaids watch us closely.  In five days, the ones at the Sea Monster Hatchery will know you passed this way and they will retreat into the bottom of the sea."


==Never Look Back==
Late last night, I ordered the deck of the Feral Vixen to be cleared of everyone except Oba and myself.  As the wind whipped at my long hair, I pointed at one of the dinghies.

"There's food and water in there to last you two weeks," I told him.

"What's this?  Have I done something?"

I couldn't look him in the eyes, so I walked to the railing and stared at the stars reflected in the dark sea.

"You've avenged your family, Oba.  In your heart, you know it.  That's why you no longer have the instinct to kill.  If you stay here, you'll die!"

"I can't leave!"

"Yes, you can and you will.  I am retiring you.  Find a nice quiet place.  Build yourself a home and fish, or buy a ship.  I also gave you enough gold to get you started.  Do something other than pirating - you don't have it in you anymore."

Oba's strong hand settled on my shoulder.  I wanted to flinch away, but I couldn't.  I loved having his hand there.

"I was so young then, Tawni, and filled with hatred.  But I don't want to leave you again."

I took Oba's hand from my shoulder and held it in mine.

"You may be my father, but Black Balfour is my father too.  Don't you see that, Oba?  I have been forged in his world."

"I don't understand!  Why can't you come with me?"

"Because we are opposites, Oba.  You have always looked back - back to the day your family was killed.  I... I can't look back.  Not ever again!"

I don't know if Oba finally understood, but he realized he wasn't going to get me off the ship.  Together, we lowered the dinghy into the black water.  And then Oba caught me by surprise.  He wrapped his big arms around me for nearly a minute.  I didn't struggle or protest.  I sucked in his warmth and forever remembered his smell.

Then my real father climbed down a rope ladder into the dinghy and rowed away into the night.

I watched, knowing I would probably never see him again.

"Good-bye," I said, fingering the hilt of my father's dagger.

Oba's dagger.  The one I have carried for most of my life.


==No Mercy==
I watched from the deck of the Feral Vixen as the Mer-Queen's floating throne sunk beneath the waves.  The corpses of mermaids floated all around me.  Death and fire and destruction were everywhere.

My new First Mate, Dirty-face Derring, stepped next to me.

"It's a good thing Oba wasn't here to see this," I said without realizing I had spoken.

"Yeah," Derring said, "I never liked that coward either.  Don't know how he got such a reputation for being tough!  All I saw was a whimpering..."

My father's dagger ended the sailor's insulting words and his life.  I looked down at the blood on my hands, the corpse of my First Mate, and the destruction of the Mer-Queen's forces.  If Oba had been here, he would have finally understood that I am truly Black Balfour's daughter even though I don't share his blood.


==Looking Forward==
The mermaids have retreated to the bottom of the sea where they will remain, if they are wise.  Now, comes the hard part - keeping all that I have conquered together.

I think of the men who started this journey with me.  Men like Arnoc the Hairless and Pete Girly, Foz the Axe and Driden the Scribe.  And Eight-fingers Oba, of course.  Most of them were dead now, and only Driden was still part of my crew.

But that's enough looking back!  The past is over with, so what does it matter?

It's time to look forward to the next day, and the day after that.  I stare out at the sea that I love, to the west where the sun will soon set, and I smile.

"What's next?" I ask myself.


Tawni Balfour:
"I learned later that my true father, Eight-fingers Oba, had settled on an island in the Gold Sea.  He bought a fishing boat and built a small home near the shore where he planned to live the rest of his life.  Before long, however, he was often seen in the company of a widow who lived nearby.  Hmm.  Good for him!"


